Overall Educational Goal
The DIME elective is designed to introduce students to academic medicine, teaching skills and educational scholarship. It is meant to be a feeder program for the Distinction in Medical Education Program. The goals of the DIME program are to recognize students who have demonstrated exceptional and sustained commitment to scholarship in medical education. The program affords the opportunity to train students in teaching and educational scholarship. Students interested in the DIME program must participate in this non-credit elective.

Objectives
Knowledge of Teaching Skills:
A. Students will recognize effective teaching techniques for lectures and small group facilitation.
B. Students will understand how to create effective instructional materials.
C. Students will know purposes and principles of assessment in medical education.
D. Students will know approaches to obtaining and giving feedback and evaluation.
E. Students will recognize dimensions of clinical reasoning and understand issues in clinical teaching.

Knowledge of Educational Scholarship:
A. Students will retrieve information from medical education data bases and critically read medical education journals.
B. Students will learn the basics of educational research and be ready to apply this knowledge to an individual project.
C. Students will learn about academic medicine and medical education curriculum development.

Brief Description of Activities
Interactive lectures are scheduled throughout the academic year, usually at noon or late afternoon/early evening. Students read independently from the medical education literature. Students must attend 6 sessions over a 2 year period and complete two required readings of their choice.

Method of Evaluation
A. Attendance at lectures.
B. Completion of two written summaries/ reflections of readings from two different medical education journals.